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WEIGHTED FOURIER FRAMES ON SELF-AFFINE MEASURES
DORIN ERVIN DUTKAY AND RAJITHA RANASINGHE
Abstract. Continuing the ideas from our previous paper [8], we construct Parseval frames
of weighted exponential functions for self-affine measures.
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1. Introduction
A probability measure µ on R is called spectral if there exists a sequence of exponential
functions which form an orthonormal basis for L2(µ). Of course, the main example is the
Lebesgue measure on the unit interval with the classical Fourier series. In 1998, Jorgensen
and Pedersen [10] constructed the first example of a singular, non-atomic spectral measure,
based on a Cantor set with scale 4. Since then, many other examples of spectral singular
measures have been constructed (see e.g., [14, 11, 3, 4]), most of them are based on affine
iterated function systems (see Definition 1.1). In the same paper, Jorgensen and Pedersen
showed that the Hausdorff measure on the Middle Third Cantor set is not spectral and
Strichartz [14] posed the question whether there are any frames of exponential functions for
the Middle Third Cantor set. As far as we know, this question is still open.
In search of a frame for the Middle Third Cantor set, in [12], Picioroaga and Weber
introduced an interesting idea for the construction of weighted exponential frames (also
called weighted Fourier frames) for the self-affine measures, in particular for the Cantor set
C4 in Jorgensen and Pedersen’s example. The word “weighted” means that the exponential
function is multiplied by a constant. The basic idea is to use Cuntz algebras to construct an
orthonormal set for a dilation of the Hilbert space of the fractal measure, which then projects
into a Parseval frame of weighted exponential functions. In [8], the authors generalized the
aforementioned idea of Picioroaga and Weber to construct Parseval Fourier frames for self-
affine measures (see Definition 1.1).
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2 DORIN ERVIN DUTKAY AND RAJITHA RANASINGHE
The present paper is a continuation of the paper [8]. Here we refine the main result in [8]
by removing some conditions in the hypothesis and constructing new families of weighted
Fourier frames for self-affine measures.
We begin with some definitions and we recall the main notions that allow us to formulate
the main result. In section 2 we present the proof of the result and in section 3 we present
several examples.
Definition 1.1. For a given integer R ≥ 2 and a finite set of integers B with cardinality
|B| =: N, we define the affine iterated function system (IFS) τb(x) = R−1(x+b), x ∈ R, b ∈ B.
The self-affine measure (with equal weights) is the unique probability measure µ = µ(R,B)
satisfying
(1.1) µ(E) =
1
N
∑
b∈B
µ(τ−1b (E)), for all Borel subsets E of R.
This measure is supported on the attractor XB which is the unique compact set that satisfies
XB =
⋃
b∈B
τb(XB).
The set XB is also called the self-affine set associated with the IFS, and it can be described
as
XB =
{ ∞∑
k=1
R−kbk : bk ∈ B
}
.
One can refer to [13] for a detailed exposition of the theory of iterated function systems.
We say that µ = µ(R,B) satisfies the no overlap condition if
µ(τb(XB) ∩ τb′(XB)) = 0, ∀ b 6= b′ ∈ B.
For λ ∈ R, define
eλ(x) = e
2piiλx, (x ∈ R).
For a Borel probability measure µ on R we define its Fourier transform by
µ̂(t) =
∫
e2piitx dµ, (t ∈ R).
A frame for a Hilbert space H is a family {ei}i∈I ⊂ H such that there exist constants
A,B > 0 such that for all v ∈ H ,
A‖v‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
| 〈v , ei〉 |2 ≤ B‖v‖2.
The largest A and smallest B which satisfy these inequalities are called the frame bounds.
The frame is called a Parseval frame if both frame bounds are 1.
Assumptions 1.1.
Assume that there exists a finite set L ⊂ Z with 0 ∈ L, |L| =: M and complex numbers
(αl)l∈L such that the following properties are satisfied:
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(i) α0 = 1.
(ii) The matrix
(1.2) T :=
1√
N
(
e2piiR
−1l·bαl
)
l∈L,b∈B
is an isometry, i.e., TT ∗ = IN , i.e., its columns are orthonormal, which means that
(1.3)
1
N
∑
l∈L
|αl|2e2piiR−1l·(b−b′) = δb,b′ , (b, b′ ∈ B).
Definition 1.2. For k ∈ Z, we denote
[k] := {k′ ∈ Z : (k′ − k) · R−1b ∈ Z, for all b ∈ B}.
We denote by [L] := {[l] : l ∈ L}.
Definition 1.3. Let
(1.4) mB(x) =
1
N
∑
b∈B
e2piibx, (x ∈ R).
With the notations of Theorem 1.4 in [8, p.1606] a set M⊂ R is called invariant if for any
point t ∈ M, and any l ∈ L, if αlmB((RT )−1(t− l)) 6= 0, then gl(t) := (RT )−1(t − l) ∈ M.
M is said to be non-trivial if M 6= {0}. We call a finite minimal invariant set a min-set.
Note that
(1.5)
∑
l∈L
|αl|2 |mB(gl(t))|2 = 1 (t ∈ Rd),
(see (3.2) in [8, p.1615]), and therefore, we can interpret the number |αl|2 |mB(gl(t))|2 as the
probability of transition from t to gl(t), and if this number is not zero then we say that this
transition is possible in one step (with digit l), and we write t→ gl(t) or t l→ gl(t). We say
that the transition is possible from a point t to a point t′ if there exist t0 = t, t1, . . . , tn = t′
such that t = t0 → t1 → · · · → tn = t′. The trajectory of a point t is the set of all points t′
(including the point t) such that the transition is possible from t to t′.
A cycle is a finite set {t0, . . . , tp−1} such that there exist l0, . . . , lp−1 in L such that gl0(t0) =
t1, . . . , glp−1(tp−1) = tp := t0. Points in a cycle are called cycle points.
A cycle {t0, . . . , tp−1} is called extreme if |mB(ti)| = 1 for all i; by the triangle inequality,
since 0 ∈ B, this is equivalent to ti · b ∈ Z for all b ∈ B.
The next proposition gives some information about the structure of finite, minimal sets,
which makes it easier to find such sets in concrete examples.
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Proposition 1.4. [8] Assume αl 6= 0 for all l ∈ L. Let M be a non-trivial finite, minimal
invariant set. Then, for every two points t, t′ ∈ M the transition is possible from t to t′
in several steps. In particular, every point in the set M is a cycle point. The set M is
contained in the interval
[
min(−L)
R−1 ,
max(−L)
R−1
]
.
If t is in M and if there are two possible transitions t → gl1(t) and t → gl2(t), then
l1 ≡ l2(modR).
Every point t in M is an extreme cycle point, i.e., |mB(t)| = 1 and if t → gl0(t) is a
possible transition in one step, then [l0] ∩ L = {l ∈ L : l ≡ l0(modR)} (with the notation in
Definition 1.2) and
(1.6)
∑
l∈L,l≡l0(modR)
|αl|2 = 1.
In particular t · b ∈ Z for all b ∈ B.
Definition 1.5. Let c be an extreme cycle point in some finite minimal invariant set. A
word l0 . . . lp−1 in L is called a cycle word for c if glp−1 . . . gl0(c) = c and glk . . . gl0(c) 6= c
for 0 ≤ k < p − 1, and the transitions c → gl0(c) → gl1gl0(c) → · · · → glp−2 . . . gl0(c) →
glp−1 . . . gl0(c) = c are possible.
For every finite minimal invariant set M, pick a point c(M) in M and define Ω(c(M))
to be the set of finite words with digits in L that do not end in a cycle word for c(M), i.e.,
they are not of the form ωω0 where ω0 is a cycle word for c and ω is an arbitrary word with
digits in L.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose (R,B, L) and (αl)l∈L satisfy the Assumptions 1.1. Then the set{(
n∏
j=0
αlj
)
el0+Rl1+···+Rklk+Rk+1c(M) : l0 . . . ln ∈ Ω(c(M)),M is a min-set
}
is a Parseval frame for L2(µ(R,B)).
Theorem 1.6 improves Theorem 1.4 in [8], where we assumed that there are no non-trivial
min-sets. As we see here, if there are some non-trivial min-set, then each such set has some
contribution to the Parseval frame of exponential function.
2. Proofs
The beginning of the proof follows the steps in the proof of Theorem 1.4 in [8]. Consider the
system with scaling R′ = N ′ where N ′ ∈ Z and NN ′ ≥M, and digits B′ = {0, 1, . . . , N ′−1}.
Define the iterated function system
τb′(x
′) = R′−1(x′ + b′) (x′ ∈ R, b′ ∈ B′).
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The invariant measure for this iterated function system is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]
and we denote it by µ′. The attractor of this iterated function system is XB′ = [0, 1]. We can
identify L with a subset L′ of B×B′ by some injective function ι, in such a way that 0 from
L corresponds to (0, 0) from B × B′, and we define l(b, b′) = l if (b, b′) = ι(l), l(b, b′) = 0 if
(b, b′) /∈ L′, and α(b,b′) = αl if (b, b′) = ι(l) and α(b,b′) = 0 if (b, b′) /∈ L′.
In other words, we complete the matrix T in (1.2) with some zero rows, so that the rows
are now indexed by B × B′. Of course, the isometry property is preserved, and α(0,0) =
0, l(0, 0) = 0.
As in pages 1607-1609 in [8], one can construct numbers a(b,b′),(c,c′), (b, b
′), (c, c′) ∈ B ×B′
with the following properties:
(i) The matrix
(2.1)
1√
NN ′
(
a(b,b′),(c,c′)e
2piiR−1l(b,b′)·c
)
(b,b′),(c,c′)∈B×B′
,
is unitary and the first row, corresponding to (b, b′) = (0, 0), is constant 1√
NN ′
. So
a(0,0),(c,c′) = 1 for all (c, c
′) ∈ B ×B′.
(ii) For all (b, b′) ∈ B × B′, c ∈ B,
(2.2)
1
N ′
∑
c∈B′
a(b,b′),(c,c′) = α(b,b′).
Next, we construct some Cuntz isometries S(b,b′), (b, b
′) ∈ B × B′ in the dilation space
L2(µ×µ′), and with them, we construct an orthonomal set, by applying the Cuntz isometries
to the functions ec for points c in each min-set.
Recall that some operators {S(b,b′) : (b, b′) ∈ B × B′} on a Hilbert space H , are called
Cuntz isometries if they satisfy the relations
S∗(b,b′)S(c,c′) = δ(b,b′),(c,c′)IH ,
∑
(b,b′)∈B×B′
S(b,b′)S
∗
(b,b′) = IH .
Next, we claim that the measure µB has no overlap. This follows from [6, Theorem 2.2
and Proposition 2.3], if we show that the elements in B are not congruent modulo R. But
if b ≡ b′(modR), for b 6= b′ in B, then, using (1.3), we get that∑
l∈L
|αl|2 = 0,
a contradiction.
Define now, the maps R : XB → XB by
(2.3) Rx = Rx− b, if x ∈ τb(XB),
and R′ : XB′ → XB′ by
(2.4) R′x′ = R′x′ − b′, if x′ ∈ τb′(XB′).
Note that R(τbx) = x for all x ∈ XB and R′(τ ′bx′) = x′ for all x′ ∈ X ′B. The no-overlap
condition guarantees that the maps are well defined.
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Next, we consider the cartesian product of the two iterated function systems and define
the maps
(2.5) Υ(b,b′)(x, x
′) =
(
R−1(x+ b), R′−1(x′ + b′)
)
,
for (x, x′) ∈ R × R′ and (b, b′) ∈ B × B′. Note that the measure µ × µ′ is the invariant
measure of the iterated function system
(
Υ(b,b′)
)
(b,b′)∈B×B′ . Define the functions
(2.6) m(b,b′)(x, x
′) = e2piil(b,b
′)·xH(b,b′)(x, x
′),
for (x, x′) ∈ R×R′, (b, b′) ∈ B × B′, where
H(b,b′)(x, x
′) =
∑
(c,c′)∈B×B′
a(b,b′),(c,c′)χΥ(c,c′)(XB×XB′ )(x, x
′).
(χA denotes the characteristic function of the set A.) With these filters we define the operators
S(b,b′) on L
2(µ× µ′) by
(2.7)
(
S(b,b′)f
)
(x, x′) = m(b,b′)(x, x
′)f(Rx,R′x′).
Lemma 2.1. ([8], Lemma 2.2.) The operators S(b,b′), (b, b
′) ∈ B × B′ are a representation
of the Cuntz algebra ONN ′ . The adjoint S∗(b,b′) is given by the formula
(2.8)
(
S∗(b,b′)f
)
(x, x′) =
1
NN ′
∑
(c,c′)∈B×B′
m(b,b′)
(
Υ(c,c′)(x, x
′)
)
f(Υ(c,c′)(x, x
′)),
for f ∈ L2(µ× µ′), (x, x′) ∈ XB ×XB′ .
For a word ω = (b1, b
′
1)(b2, b
′
2) · · · (bk, b′k) and a point c in some min-set, we compute
(Sωec) (x, x
′) (here ec(x, x′) = e2piic·x and Sω = S(b1,b′1) . . . S(bk ,b′k)).
(Sωec) (x, x
′) = S(b1,b′1) · · ·S(bk−1,b′k−1)e2piil(bk ,b
′
k
)·xH(bk,b′k)(x, x
′)e2piic·Rx
= S(b1,b′1) · · ·S(bk−2,b′k−2)e2piil(bk−1,b
′
k−1)·xe2piil(bk ,b
′
k
)·Rxe2piic·R
2x ·H(bk−1,b′k−1)(x, x′)H(bk,b′k)(Rx,R′x′)
= . . . . . . . . .
= e2pii(l(b1,b
′
1)·x+l(b2,b′2)·Rx+···+l(bk,b′k)·Rk−1x+c·Rkx) ·H(b1,b′1)(x, x′)H(b2,b′2)(Rx,R′x′) · · ·
· · ·H(bk−1,b′k−1)(Rk−1x,R′k−1x′).
Since l(b, b′) · Rkb′′ ∈ Z for all (b, b′) ∈ B × B′, b′′ ∈ B, k ≥ 0 and since, by Proposition
1.4, c · Rkb for all b ∈ B, k ≥ 0, we get that the first term in the product above is
e2pii(l(b1,b
′
1)+Rl(b2,b
′
2)+···+Rk−1l(bk,b′k)+Rkc)·x.
Next we compute the projection PV Sωec onto the subspace
V = {f(x, y) = g(x) : g ∈ L2(µ)}.
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As in [8, p.8], we obtain
(2.9) PV Sωec = e
2pii(l(b1,b′1)+Rl(b2,b′2)+···+Rk−1l(bk ,b′k)+Rkc)·x
k∏
j=1
α(bj ,b′j).
Also, as in equations (2.12) and (2.14) in [8], we have for (b, b′) ∈ B ×B′, t ∈ R,
(2.10) S∗(b,b′)et = α(b,b′)mB
(
g(b,b′)(t)
)
eg(b,b′)(t),
g(b,b′)(t) = R
−1 (x− l(b, b′)) ,
and
(2.11)
∑
(b,b′)∈B×B′
|α(b,b′)|2|mB
(
g(b,b′)(t)
) |2 = 1 (t ∈ R).
Note that α(b,b′) = 0 if (b, b
′) is not in ι(L). So, for such (b, b′) the transitions x→ g(b,b′)(x)
are not possible. Therefore we can work with the set B×B′ when we talk about transitions
and min-sets.
For a min-set M, we can identify Ω(c(M)) with the set of words β1 . . . βk with digits in
B × B′ that do not end in a cycle word for c(M).
We claim that
(2.12) E = {Sωec(M) : ω ∈ Ω(c(M)), M is a min-set}
is an orthonormal family in L2(µ× µ′).
Take two min-sets M,M′ and two words ω ∈ Ω(c(M)), ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M′)), ω 6= ω′. If
ω = ω1 . . . ωn, ω
′ = ω′1 . . . ω
′
m and there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n,m such that ωi 6= ω′i, then take the
first such i. Since Sωi, Sω′i have orthogonal ranges and the Sωj are isometries, it follows that
Sωec(M) ⊥ Sω′ec(M′). The remaining case is when ω is a prefix of ω′ or vice versa. Assume ω
is a prefix of ω′,
ω′ = ωβ, β = β1 . . . βn.
Then 〈
Sωec(M) , Sωβec(M′)
〉
=
〈
ec(M) , Sβec(M′)
〉
=
〈
Sβ∗n . . . Sβ∗1ec(M) , ec(M′)
〉
= αβ1mB(gβ1(c(M)))
〈
Sβ∗n . . . Sβ∗2egβ1(c(M)) , ec(M′)
〉
= . . .
= αβ1mB(gβ1(c(M)))αβ2mB(gβ2gβ1(c(M))) . . . αβnmB(gβn . . . gβ1(c(M)))·
〈
egβn ...gβ1 (c(M)) , ec(M′)
〉
.
Thus, if the original inner product is non-zero, then the transitions
c(M)→ gβ1(c(M))→ gβ2gβ1(c(M))→ gβn . . . gβ1(c(M))
are possible and
〈egβn ...gβ1(c(M))), ec(M)′)〉 6= 0.
But if the transitions are possible, then
gβn . . . gβ1(c(M)) =: c′′
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is another point in M. We will show that if c 6= c′ are two cycle points (could be from the
same min-set), then 〈ec, ec′〉 = 0. If we have this, then if
〈egβn ...gβ1(c(M)), ec(M′)〉 6= 0,
then
M∋ gβn . . . gβ1(c(M)) = c(M′) ∈M′.
So M =M′, and c(M) = c(M′), and this means that β1 . . . βn is, or ends in, a cycle word
for c(M) which contradicts the fact that ω′ = ωβ ∈ Ω(c(M′)) = Ω(c(M)). So it remains to
show that 〈ec, ec′〉 = 0 for two distinct extreme cycle points c 6= c′.
Assume 〈ec , ec′〉 6= 0. Then (see e.g., [5, Equation (2.5)])
0 6= 〈ec , ec′〉 = µˆ(c− c′) =
∞∏
k=1
mB
(
c− c′
Rk
)
.
So mB
(
c−c′
Rk
) 6= 0 for all k ≥ 1.
By repeating a cycle word for c′ as many times as needed we can find a word β1 . . . βn
with n as large as we want, such that gβn . . . gβ1(c
′) = c′. Then c′ = l(β1) + Rl(β2) + · · · +
Rn−1l(βn) +Rnc′. So
c− c′
Rk
= gβk . . . gβ1(c) + l(βk+1) +Rl(βk+2) + · · ·+Rn−k−1l(βn) +Rn−kc′.
Since l(βi) ∈ Z and b · c′ ∈ Z for all b ∈ B, it follows that
0 6= mB
(
c− c′
Rk
)
= mB(gβk . . . gβ1(c)), for all k ≤ n.
So we can conclude that the transitions
c→ gβ1(c)→ gβ2gβ1(c)→ · · · → gβn . . . gβ1(c)
are possible. (The numbers αβk are non-zero because β1 . . . βn is a cycle word for c
′, so the
transitions with this same digits are possible for c′.)
If we take β1 . . . βkn = ω
′ω′ . . . ω′︸ ︷︷ ︸
n terms
, where ω′ is a cycle word for c′, then limn→∞ gβkn . . . gβ1(c) =
c′. But the points gβkn . . . gβ1(c) all lie in the same min-set, which is finite, so we must have
gβkn . . . gβ1(c) = c
′, for some n. Since β1 . . . βkn = ω
′ω′ . . . ω′, we get that c = c′, a contradic-
tion. Thus 〈ec , e′c〉 = 0, and we can conclude that the family (2.12) is orthonormal. Then,
if we show that this orthonormal family projects onto a complete family in V , using a well
known result in frame theory (see [1] or [8, Lemma 1.2]), we obtain that its projection onto
V is Parseval frame.
Thus, in what follows, we show that the projection of this orthonormal family onto the
subspace V is complete in V . We begin again by using the ideas from [8], but significant
extra work is needed.
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Define the function h : R→ R by
(2.13) h(t) =
∑
v∈E
|〈et, v〉|2 = ‖PKet‖2,
where PK is the projection onto the span K of E . Note that h(c(M)) = 1 for all min-sets
M, since ec(M) ∈ E .
Note also that 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 and we claim that h can be extended to an entire function on C.
Let c := c(M). For a fixed ω ∈ Ω(c(M)), define fω : C→ C by
fω(z) =
∫
e2piizx(Sωec)(x, x
′) dµ(x)dµ′(x′)
= 〈et, Sωec〉.
Since the measure is compactly supported, a standard convergence argument shows that the
function fω is entire. Similarly f
∗
ω(t) := fω(z) is entire and for real t,
fω(t)f
∗
ω(t) = 〈et, Sωec〉 · 〈et, Sωec〉
= |〈et, Sωec〉|2.
Thus
h(t) =
∑
M
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
fω(t)f
∗
ω(t), (t ∈ R).
For n ∈ N, let
hn(t) =
∑
M
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M)),|ω|≤n
fω(t)f
∗
ω(t), (t ∈ C)
which is entire. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, for t ∈ C,
∑
M,ω
|fω(t)f ∗ω(t)| ≤
(∑
M,ω
|〈et, Sωec〉|2
)1/2
·
(∑
M,ω
|〈et, Sωec〉|2
)1/2
≤ ‖et‖‖et‖ ≤ eK|t|,
for some constant K. Thus the sequence hn(t) converges pointwise to a function h(t) and
is uniformly bounded on bounded sets. By the theorems of Montel and Vitali, the limit
function is entire and it extends h from R to C.
Next we show that
(2.14)
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sωec(M) , et〉|2 =
∑
β1∈B×B′
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sβ1Sωec(M) , et〉|2.
If ω ∈ Ω(c(M)) and ω 6= ∅ (the empty word), then ω = β1ω′ and ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M)). Also, if
β1 ∈ B × B′ and ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M)), then either β1ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M)) or β1ω′ /∈ Ω(c(M)), which
means that β1 completes a cycle word for c(M). Thus
{ω ∈ Ω(c(M)) : ω 6= ∅} = {β1ω′ : β1 ∈ B ×B′, ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M)), β1ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M))}.
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Therefore (2.14) reduces to:
(2.15) |〈ec(M), et〉|2 =
∑{|〈Sβ1Sω′ec, et〉|2, ω′ ∈ Ω(c(M)), β1 ∈ B ×B′, β1ω′ /∈ Ω(c(M))} .
Let β1ω
′ = β1β2 . . . βn. Note that, by (2.9),
〈Sβ1β2...βnec(M), et〉 = 〈PV Sβ1β2...βnec(M), et〉
= 〈el(β1)+···+Rn−1l(βn)+Rnc(M), et〉
n∏
k=1
αβk .
But β1β2 . . . βn is a cycle word for c(M). So gβn...β1(c(M)) = c(M) and β1 + · · ·+Rk−1βk +
Rkc(M) = c(M). Thus, we have that∑
ω′∈Ω(c(M)),β1∈B×B′
β1ω′ /∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sβ1ω′ ec(M) , et〉|2 = |〈ec(M), et〉|2 ·
∑
β1...βn
cycle word for c(M)
n∏
k=1
|αβk|2.
Therefore we need to show
(2.16)
∑
β1...βn
cycle word for c(M)
n∏
k=1
|αβk |2 = 1.
Since, for all c ∈M, by (2.11) and Proposition 1.4,∑
c→gβ(c) is posible
|αβ|2 = 1,
we can define a random walk/Markov chain Xn, n ≥ 0 on M :
P (Xn = gβ(c)|Xn−1 = c) = |αβ|2.
Since the transition between any two points in M is possible (in several steps), the Markov
chain is irreducible. Since M is finite, all states are recurrent (see e.g., [9, Theorem 6.4.4]).
So P (ever reenters c|X0 = c) = 1. But
P (ever reenters c|X0 = c) =
∑
n
P (Xn = c,Xn−1 6= c, . . . , X1 6= c|X0 = c)
=
∑
n
∑
β1...βn
P (Xn = gβn . . . gβ1(c) = c,Xk = gβk . . . gβ1(c) 6= c, 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1|X0 = c)
=
∑
β1...βn
cycle word for c(M)
n∏
k=1
|αβk|2.
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Thus (2.16) follows and from it we get (2.14). Then we have, for t ∈ R,
h(t) =
∑
M
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sωec(M), et〉|2
=
∑
M
∑
β1∈B×B′
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sβ1ωec(M), et〉|2
=
∑
M
∑
β1∈B×B′
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|〈Sωec(M), S∗β1et〉|2
=
∑
β1∈B×B′
∑
M
∑
ω∈Ω(c(M))
|αβ1|2|mB(gβ1(t))|2 · |〈Sωec(M), egβ1(t)〉|2
=
∑
β1∈B×B′
|αβ1 |2|mB(gβ1(t))|2h(gβ1(t)).
So we have the invariance equation for h :
(2.17) h(t) =
∑
β1∈B×B′
|αβ1|2|mB(gβ1(t))|2h(gβ1(t)).
Consider the interval
I =
[
min(−l(β))
R− 1 ,
max(−l(β))
R− 1
]
and note that this is invariant for the maps gβ. h is continuous so it has a minimum on I.
Let h˜(t) = h(x)−mint∈I h(t). With (2.17) and (2.11) we get that h˜ satisfies (2.17) too. Also
h˜ has a zero in I. Let Z be the set of zeros of h˜ in I. If Z is infinite, then, since h˜ is entire
we must get h˜ ≡ 0. So h is constant and since h(0) = 1 we get h ≡ 1. So let’s assume Z is
finite. Using (2.17) for h˜ we have that for t ∈ Z and β ∈ B×B′ either |αβ|2|mB(gβ(t))|2 = 0
or h˜(gβ(t)) = 0. Thus Z is invariant. But then it contains a min-set M, so c(M) ∈ Z. This
implies that h˜(c(M)) = 0, so c(M) is a minimum for h. But 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 and h(c(M)) = 1
which means that h ≡ 1 contradicting the assumption that Z is finite. Thus, h ≡ 1 and
this means that ‖PKet‖ = 1 = ‖et‖ for all t ∈ R. So K contains all functions et which by
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, span the subspace V. Thus K ⊃ V and then with Lemma 1.2
in [8] we get that PV Sωec(M), ω ∈ Ω(c(M)), where M is a min-set, form a Parseval frame
for V. Using (2.9) and discarding the zero vectors by going back to L instead of B ×B′, we
obtain the result.
Remark 2.2. We will show that picking a different cycle point in a min-set M will not
produce a significantly different Parseval frame: the exponential functions will be the same,
and the weights might be just redistributed in a sense that we will make precise below.
Let c be a cycle point in the min-set M. Define
(2.18) Λ(c) :=
{
l0 +Rl1 + · · ·+Rklk +Rk+1c : l0 . . . lk ∈ Ω(c)
}
.
We will show first that Λ(c) is the smallest set that contains c and with the property that
has the invariance property: RΛ + L ⊂ Λ. Indeed, if Λ is such a set, then, since it contains
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c, one can show by induction that it contains l0 +Rl1 + · · ·+Rklk +Rk+1c for any l0, . . . , lk
in L; therefore Λ contains Λ(c). Then, we have to prove only that RΛ(c) + L ⊂ Λ(c). Take
l0 . . . lk ∈ Ω(c(M)) and j0 ∈ L. If j0l0 . . . lk is in Ω(c) then j0+R(l0+Rl1+· · ·+Rklk+Rk+1c)
is in Λ(c). If j0l0 . . . lk is not in Ω(c), this means that j0l0 . . . lk is a cycle word for c. So
c = glk . . . gl0gj0c which means that
j0 +R(l0 + · · ·+Rkjk +Rk+1c) = c ∈ Λ(c).
Thus RΛ(c) + L ⊂ Λ(c).
Now pick another point c′ in the min-set M. We claim that Λ(c) = Λ(c′). To prove this,
we show that c′ is in Λ(c). Indeed, by Proposition 1.4, the transition from c′ to c is possible
in several steps. So there exist l0, . . . , lk in L such that glk . . . gl0c
′ = c. This means that
c′ = l0 +Rl1 + · · ·+Rklk +Rk+1c.
Since the set Λ(c) has the invariance property, it follows that c′ ∈ Λ(c). But Λ(c′) is the
smallest set that contains c′ and has the invariance property, therefore Λ(c′) ⊂ Λ(c). By
symmetry, the reverse inclusion holds too and therefore, the two sets are equal.
The equality of the two sets Λ(c) and Λ(c′) means that the set of exponential functions
that appear in the conclusion of Theorem 1.6, is not changed if we pick a different cycle
point.
Next, we investigate what happens to the weights if we change the cycle points. Take two
distinct cycle points c 6= c′ in M. Let l0 . . . lk ∈ Ω(c) so that
λ = l0 +Rl1 + · · ·+Rklk +Rk+1c ∈ Λ(c).
Since the transition from c′ to c is possible, we can write gjr . . . gj0c = c
′ and we can pick
j0, . . . , jr so that j0 . . . jr does not end in a cycle word for c
′, which means j0 . . . jr is in Ω(c′).
Also j0 . . . jr is not the empty word since c 6= c′. Then l0 . . . lkj0 . . . jr ∈ Ω(c′) and
λ = l0 +Rl1 + · · ·+Rklk +Rk+1j0 +Rk+2j1 + · · ·+Rk+1+rjr +Rk+1+r+1c′.
The weight of λ as an element of Λ(c) is αl0 . . . αlk . The weight of λ as an element of Λ(c
′)
is αl0 . . . αlkαj0 . . . αjr .
We will show that
(2.19)
∑
j0...jr∈Ω(c′)
gjr ...gj0(c)=c
′
|αj0 . . . αjr |2 = 1.
For this we used the Markov chain (Xn)n∈N on M as in the Proof of Theorem 1.6. Since
this a recurrent Markov chain we have P (X enters c′|X0 = c) = 1. Then
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1 = P (Xenters c′|X0 = c) =
∑
r
P (Xr+1 = c,Xr 6= c′, . . . , X1 6= c′|X0 = c)
=
∑
r
∑
j0...jr
P (Xr+1 = gjr . . . gj0(c) = c
′, Xk = gjk . . . gj0(c) 6= c′, 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1|X0 = c)
=
∑
j0...jr∈Ω(c′)
gjr ...gj0 (c)=c
′
|αj0 . . . αjr |2,
and this proves (2.19).
Thus the element λ of Λ(c) appears in Λ(c′) multiple times but the combined absolute
value squared of the weights is the same, so the Parseval frames are essentially the same, if
we change the choices of the cycle points in each min-set.
3. Examples
Example 3.1. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2}. This is the Jorgensen-Pedersen example of a Cantor
set from [10]. We pick L = {0, 3, 15} and α3, α15 ∈ C \ {0} with |α3|2 + |α15|2 = 1, α0 = 1.
The assumptions 1.1 are satisfied.
We compute now the min-sets. By Proposition 1.4, the points in a min-set are contained
in 1
2
Z and in the interval [−5, 0]. We also have mB(x) = 1+e2pii2x2 . If x0 is a point in a min-
set, and x0 = (2k + 1)/2 for some k ∈ Z, then mB(x0/4) = (1 ± i)/2 6= 0, so the transition
is possible. So x0/4 = (2k + 1)/8 is in the min-set, but it is not in
1
2
Z, a contradiction.
Thus the points in a min-set must be integers. Then, a simple computation shows that the
min-sets are {0} and {−4,−1}. Inside the min-set {−4,−1} we have the possible transitions
−1 3→ −1, −1 15→ −4, −4 0→ −1.
We have the extreme cycles: {0} and {−4,−1}. For the extreme cycle point 0, the cycle
word is 0. For the extreme cycle point −1 the cycle words are 3 and 15.0, and for the extreme
cycle point −4 we have infinitely many cycle words: 0.15, 0.3.15, 0.3.3.15, 0, 3.3.3.15 and so
on.
Then we can pick 0 and −1 for the extreme cycle points in their respective min-sets and
obtain a Parseval frame of exponential functions as in Theorem 1.6.
A few observations: there are elements in this Parseval frame which are not orthogonal.
For example, with the notation in (2.18) take 3 ∈ Λ(0) and 75 = 15 + 4 · 15 ∈ Λ(0). Then
e3 and e75 are not orthogonal:
〈e75 , e3〉L2(µB) = µ̂B(75− 3) =
∞∏
n=1
mB
(
72
4n
)
= mB(8)mB(2)mB(1/2)
∞∏
n=1
mB
(
1
2 · 4n
)
6= 0.
Also 11 = 15 + 4 · (−1) ∈ Λ(−1) and e3 and e11 are not orthogonal:
〈e11 , e3〉L2(µB) = mB(8/4)mB(2/4)
∞∏
n=1
mB
(
1
2 · 4n
)
6= 0.
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Note also that some of the functions might appear multiple times in the Parseval frame:
for example 15 can be written both as 15 ∈ Λ(0) with weight α15 and as 3 + 4 · 3 ∈ Λ(0).
Proposition 3.2. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2}. Suppose L and (αl)l∈L satisfy the assumptions
1.1. If there exist a, b ∈ L with a ≡ 1(mod 4) and b ≡ 3(mod 4) then there are no non-trivial
min-sets.
Proof. As in Example 3.1, we can see that the points in a min-set must be integers. Suppose
there is a non-trivial min-set M and let x0 be a point in it. Let a = 4a1 + 1, b = 4a2 + 3.
If x0 = 4k + 1, then gbx0 =
4(k−a2)−2
4
= 2(k−a2)−1
2
. Then mB(gbx0) 6= 0, so the transition
x0 → gbx0 is possible and gbx0 ∈M. But gbx0 is not an integer, a contradiction.
If x0 = 4k + 3, then we obtain a contradiction in a similar manner, using gax0.
If x0 = 4k + 2, then we obtain a contradiction using g0x0.
Thus, x0 is of the form x0 = 4
ny0 with y0 not divisible by 4, n ∈ N. But then, the
transitions x0 → x0/4→ · · · → y0 are possible, with digit 0 so y0 ∈M. But this contradicts
the previous cases.
In conclusion, there can be no non-trivial min-sets. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2}. Suppose L = {0, a, b} and (αl)l∈L satisfy the
assumptions 1.1. Suppose a = a0+4a1+4
2k, b = a0+4b1+4
2l for a0, a1, b1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and
k, l ∈ Z. If there is a non-trivial min-set, then {a1, (a1+a0)mod 4}∩{b1, (b1+a0)mod 4} 6= ∅.
Proof. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 3.4. If x0 is a point in a non-trivial min-set M, then x0 ∈ Z and x0 ≡ a0(mod 4)
or x0 ≡ 0(mod 4). If x0 ≡ 0(mod 4), then the only possible transition is x0 0→ x0/4. If
x0 ≡ a0(mod 4), then the only possible transitions are x0 a→ (x0−a)/4, and x0 b→ (x0− b)/4.
Proof. We saw before that x0 has to be an integer. If x0 = 4n + 2, with n ∈ Z, then
mB(x0/4) = mB((2n + 1)/2) = 1 so the transition x0 → x0/4 is possible, so x0 is also in
M, but it is not an integer, a contradiction. If x0 = 4k + d with k ∈ Z, d ∈ {1, 3} \ {a0},
then mB((x0 − a)/4) = mB((±2 + 4(n − k))/4) = mB((±1 + 2(n − k))/2) = 1. So the
transition x0 → (x0 − a)/4 is possible. Hence (x0 − a)/4 is in M, but it is not an integer, a
contradiction.
If x0 ≡ 0(mod 4), then x0/4 is an integer so mB(x0/4) = 1 so the transition x0 0→ x0/4
is possible. Also mB((x0 − a)/4) = mB(x0 − b)/4) = 0. So there are no other possible
transitions.
If x0 ≡ a0(mod 4), then (x0 − a)/4 and (x0 − b)/4 are both integers and therefore the
transitions x0
a→ (x0 − a)/4, and x0 b→ (x0 − b)/4 are both possible. Also mB(x0/4) = 0. So
the transition x0
0→ x0/4 is not possible. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let x0 be a point in a non-trivial min-set M. We
write x0 = d0 + 4d1 + 16d for some d0, d1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and d ∈ Z. We claim that there is an
odd number x0 in M. Indeed, if all the points in M are even, then with Lemma 3.4, the
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only possible transition is with digit 0. But that would mean that M = {0}. So, we can
pick x0 to be odd. By Lemma 3.4, we have d0 = a0 and both transitions x0
a→ (x0−a)/4 and
x0
b→ (x0−b)/4 are possible. Then x1 = (x0−a)/4 = d1−a1+4(d−k) and y1 = (x0−b)/4 =
d1− b1 + 4(d− l) are in M. Using again Lemma 3.4, we have that (x1 − a1)mod 4 ∈ {0, a0}
and (x1−b1)mod 4 ∈ {0, a0}. Therefore x1 ∈ {a1, (a1+a0)mod 4}∩{b1, (b1+b0)mod 4}. 
Definition 3.5. Let R,B, L satisfy the assumptions 1.1. Let L′ be a non-empty subset
of L. We say that x0 is a pre-extreme cycle point for the digit set L
′ if there are possible
transitions x0
l′0→ x1 l
′
1→ · · · l
′
n−1→ xn l
′
n→ · · · l
′
n+p−1→ xn+p, with xn = xn+p, p > 0, l′0 . . . , l′n+p−1 ∈ L′
and |mB(xi)| = 1, i ∈ {0, . . . , n+ p}.
Theorem 3.6. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2} and let L = {0, a, b} and (αl)l∈L satisfy the assump-
tions 1.1. Assume a ≡ b(mod 4). Let M be a non-trivial min-set. Then every point x0 in M
is a pre-extreme cycle point for both the digit set {0, a} and for the digit set {0, b}. In partic-
ular, there exist an extreme cycle point c for the digit set {0, a} and digits l0, . . . , ln−1 ∈ {0, a}
such that
x0 = 4
nc+ 4n−1ln−1 + · · ·+ 4l1 + l0.
If the digit set {0, a} has only one extreme cycle, then there is at most one non-trivial
min-set, and, given an odd extreme cycle point c for the digit set {0, a}, there exist digits
j0, . . . , jr−1 in {0, a} such that
b = −(4r+1 − 1)c− (4rjr−1 + · · ·+ 42j1 + 4j0).
Proof. If x0 is a point in a non-trivial min-set M, then, by Lemma 3.4, when x0 is even, the
only possible transition is with digit 0 and, when x0 is odd, both transitions, with digits a
and b are possible. Thus we can find possible transitions x0
l0→ x1 l1→ · · · ln−1→ xn → . . . using
only the digits from {0, a}. All the points xj are in M and, since M is finite, there is n
and p > 0 such that xn+p = xn. By Proposition 1.4, |mB(xj)| = 1 for all j. Thus x0 is a
pre-extreme cycle point for the digit set {0, a}. If xn = c, then
x0 = 4x1 + l0 = 4(4x2 + l1) + l0 = · · · = 4nc+ 4n−1ln−1 + · · ·+ 4l1 + l0.
If the digit set {0, a} has only one extreme cycle, this cycle has to be in M, so c ∈ M.
The transition c → (c − b)/4 = x0 is possible and applying the previous equality to x0 we
get
c− b
4
= 4rc+ 4r−1jr−1 + · · ·+ 4j1 + j0,
for some digits j0, . . . , jr−1 in {0, a}, which implies the last equality in the statement of the
theorem. Since every non-trivial min-set has to contain the extreme cycle for the digits
{0, a}, and since min-sets are disjoint, it follows that there can be only one such set. 
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Corollary 3.7. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2} and suppose L = {0, 3, b}, (αl)l∈L satisfy the as-
sumptions. Assume that there is a non-trivial min-set. Then b is divisible by 3, b is of the
form
(3.1) b = (4r+1 − 1)− (4rjr−1 + · · ·+ 42j1 + 4j0),
for some digits j0, . . . , jr−1 ∈ {0, 3}, and every point in a non-trivial min-set is of the form
(3.2) x0 = −4n + 4n−1ln−1 + · · ·+ 4l1 + l0,
for some digits l0, . . . , ln−1 in {0, 3}.
Proof. The digit set {0, 3} has only one extreme cycle {−1} and Theorem 3.6 implies that b
and x0 have the given form. Since 4
n+1 − 1 is divisible by 3, it follows that b is divisible by
3. 
Example 3.8. We consider now R = 4, B = {0, 2} and L = {0, 3, b} and we use Corollary
3.7 to obtain the form of b, from (3.1). We indicate in the caption the digits j0j1 . . . . The
points in the min-set are of the form in (3.2). They are obtained as follows: start with −1,
multiply by 4 and add 0 or 3 and repeat. Also the numbers,if b > 0, should be between −b/3
and 0, by Proposition 1.4. Thus, we have −1,−4,−16,−13,−64,−61,−52,−49, . . . .
We illustrate the min-sets using some directed graphs: the nodes are the points in the
min-sets, the edges are labeled by the digits in L that make the transition possible.
-1 -4
15
3
0
Figure 1. b = 15, j0j1 = 03
-1 -4 -13 -16
51
3
0 3
51
0
Figure 2. b = 51, j0j1 = 30
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-1 -4 -16
63
3
0 0
Figure 3. b = 63, j0j1 = 00
-1 -4 -13 -16
-49 -52 -61 -64
195
3
0
3
195
0
3
195
0
3
195
0
Figure 4. b = 195, j0j1j2 = 330
For j0j1j2 = 030 we get b = 207. In this case there is no non-trivial min-set. Indeed, a
min-set contains the extreme cycle for {0, 3} which is −1. The transitions −1 207→ −52 0→
−13 207→ −55 are possible. So −55 is in the min-set, but −55 6≡ 3(mod 4), a contradiction
with Lemma 3.4.
For j0j1j2 = 300, b = 243, the transitions −1 243→ −61 243→ −76 0→ −19 are possible but
−19 6≡ 3(mod 4), a contradiction with Lemma 3.4
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-1 -4 -13 -16 -64
255
3
0 0 0 0
Figure 5. b = 255, j0j1j2 = 000
Proposition 3.9. Let R = 4, B = {0, 2} and L = {0, 3, 4n+1 − 1}, for some n ∈ N. Then
there is a min-set {−1,−4,−42, . . . ,−4n}.
Proof. Indeed (−1 − (4n+1 − 1))/4 = −4n, (−1 − 3)/4 = −1 and (−4k)/4 = 4k−1 so we see
that we have a min-set for the digit set L. 
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